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ABSTRACT
The coalescence of massive black hole binaries (BHBs) in galactic mergers is the primary
source of gravitational waves (GWs) at low frequencies. Current estimates of GW detection
rates for the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna and the Pulsar Timing Array vary by three
orders of magnitude. To understand this variation, we simulate the merger of equal-mass,
eccentric, galaxy pairs with central massive black holes and shallow inner density cusps. We
model the formation and hardening of a central BHB using the Fast Multiple Method as a
force solver, which features a푂 (푁) scaling with the number 푁 of particles and obtains results
equivalent to direct-summation simulations. At 푁 ∼ 5×105, typical for contemporary studies,
the eccentricity of the BHBs can vary significantly for different random realisations of the
same initial condition, resulting in a substantial variation of the merger timescale. This scatter
owes to the stochasticity of stellar encounters with the BHB and decreases with increasing 푁 .
We estimate that 푁 ∼ 107 within the stellar half-light radius suffices to reduce the scatter in
the merger timescale to ∼ 10%. Our results suggest that at least some of the uncertainty in
low-frequency GW rates owes to insufficient numerical resolution.
Key words: black hole physics – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: nuclei –
galaxies: interactions – gravitational waves – methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
Supermassive black holes (hereafter SMBHs) are thought to reside
at the centre of most if not all massive galaxies (e.g. Kormendy
& Richstone 1995; Kormendy & Ho 2013) and scaling relations
between the SMBH mass and the mass or velocity dispersion of
the stellar spheroid suggest they co-evolve with their host galaxy.
In the standard cosmological framework of hierarchical structure
formation, binaries of SMBHs (hereafter BHBs) form from the
merger of two galaxies when each hosts a central SMBH (Begelman
et al. 1980). While evidence of galaxy interactions is abundant,
observations of BHBs have so far revealed only a handful of genuine
candidates (e.g. Comerford et al. 2013), and for most systems at sub-
parsec separations alternative explanations have been put forward
(e.g. Heckman et al. 1984; Crenshaw et al. 2010). This may suggest
that the majority of BHBs harden efficiently and reach coalescence
in much less than a Hubble time.
The evolution of BHBs is characterised by three distinct phases
(Begelman et al. 1980): (i) the dynamical friction phase (Chan-
★ E-mail: i.nasim@surrey.ac.uk (KTS)
drasekhar 1943), during which the SMBHs are driven towards the
centre of the stellar system by the merging galaxies; (ii) the harden-
ing phase, during which the pair of SMBHs shrinks its separation
due to encounters with stars; and (iii) a phase of either stalling or
fast inspiral due to the emission of gravitational waves (GWs), de-
pending on whether a significant supply of stars can be provided to
interact with the binary. During the hardening phase, stars remove
energy and angular momentum from the BHB via the gravitational
slingshot mechanism, causing the separation between the SMBHs
to shrink (Hills 1983; Quinlan 1996). As stars are removed from the
central region, a core is carved in the stellar distribution (Milosavl-
jević & Merritt 2001). The subsequent fate of the BHB depends
on the supply of stars to the binary’s losscone, the region in phase
space populated by stars with low enough angular momentum to
interact with the BHB. Stalling occurs in spherical systems where
two-body relaxation is the only mechanism contributing to losscone
refilling, and its characteristic timescale is longer than aHubble time
for all but the smallest galaxies (e.g. Lightman & Shapiro 1977).
This so-called ‘Final Parsec Problem’ (e.g Milosavljević & Mer-
ritt 2003) has cast doubt on the likelihood of low frequency GW
detections with appreciable rates. However, simulations of galaxy
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mergers where a BHB is followed from early times show efficient
losscone refilling and hardening, leading to BHB coalescence in
less than a Hubble time (Preto et al. 2011; Khan et al. 2011; Gua-
landris &Merritt 2012). This is because the triaxiality of the merger
remnant drives angular momentum diffusion in a non-spherical po-
tential, feeding stars into the BHB’s losscone (Vasiliev et al. 2015;
Gualandris et al. 2017; Bortolas et al. 2018).
The detection of GWs from the coalescence of stellar mass
black hole and neutron star binaries (e.g. Abbott et al. 2016, 2017)
has marked the birth of GW astronomy, providing unique infor-
mation on their masses, spins and merger rates. Detection of low-
frequency GWs from BHBs, the loudest GW sources in the Uni-
verse, from missions such as the Laser Interferometer Space An-
tenna (LISA, Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017) and the Pulsar Timing Ar-
ray (PTA, e.g. NANOGrav Collaboration et al. 2015) will constrain
the physics of SMBHs, the formation and evolution of BHBs, and
the SMBH-galaxy connection. Current estimates of detection rates
for these missions vary widely, with differences of up to three or-
ders of magnitude reported in the literature (Wyithe & Loeb 2003;
Sesana 2010). In this context, determining merger timescales of
BHBs from numerical simulations has become of the utmost im-
portance. Modelling the evolution of BHBs from the kpc-scale of
the galaxy merger to mpc-scale of the onset of GW emission is
computationally challenging. Direct summation codes like 휙-grape
(Harfst et al. 2007) have been successful at accurately modelling
binary hardening beyond the hard-binary separation, contributing
to the resolution of the Final Parsec Problem. In combination with
semi-analytic models of BHB evolution under the combined effects
of dynamical hardening and GW emission, they provide estimates
of merger timescales varying from tens of Myr to a few Gyr. Due
to the 푂 (푁2) scaling imposed by the computation of all pairwise
gravitational forces, direct summation methods are limited to about
onemillion star particles, even with the aid of hardware acceleration
(Vasiliev et al. 2014; Gualandris et al. 2017; Khan et al. 2018). Re-
laxation effects are over-represented at such artificially low particle
numbers and 푁 & 107 is required for hardening rates to become
independent of 푁 , a signature that collisionless losscone refilling
is at work. Vasiliev et al. (2015) adopt a Monte Carlo method in
which collisional relaxation can be removed to reach an effective
푁 ∼ 108. However, the technique requires calibration against a
direct summation integration and is limited to single-galaxy mod-
els. Rantala et al. (2017) adopt an extension of the tree/SPH code
gadget-3 (Springel 2005) to include chain regularisation in a small
region around the SMBHs. This approach can be used to model the
evolution of BHBs self-consistently from early times to coalescence
(Mannerkoski et al. 2019). However, we caution that the large force
errors introduced by gadget-3 outside the chain can lead to arti-
ficially fast hardening, while the prohibitive 푂 (푁3) scaling of the
chain limits its applicability to 푁 . 50 − 100. The Fast Multiple
Method (FMM) code griffin is designed to monitor force errors
and adaptively select parameters to ensure a distribution of force
errors similar to that in a direct summation code while retaining the
푂 (푁) scaling of the FMM technique (Dehnen 2014). Simulations
of isolated triaxial models show that angular momentum diffusion
is correctly captured in griffin (Gualandris et al. 2017).
Here, we present a modified version of the griffin code in
which SMBH-star encounters are modelled via direct summation,
with indistinguishable results from the 휙-grape code. We present a
set of integrations of equal mass galaxy mergers with shallow inner
density profiles and large orbital eccentricity. We follow the evolu-
tion of BHBs from early times past the hard-binary separation phase,
and extrapolate the evolution of the orbital elements due to dynam-
suite 푀1 : 푀2 푀•/푀∗ 푁 훾 푅/푟0 푒푖 푁푟
PR 1:1 0.005 128k 0.5 20 0.9 16
LR 1:1 0.005 256k 0.5 20 0.9 12
MR 1:1 0.005 512k 0.5 20 0.9 8
HR 1:1 0.005 2048k 0.5 20 0.9 4
Table 1. Initial parameters of the galaxy mergers. From left to right: Simu-
lations suite: poor resolution (PR), low resolution (LR), medium resolution
(MR) and high resolution (HR); mass ratio between the galaxies; SMBH to
stars mass ratio; total number of particles in the merger 푁 ; inner slope of
the galaxy density profile 훾; initial distance between the centres of the two
galaxies 푅; initial orbital eccentricity of the progenitor galaxies 푒푖 ; number
of random realisations 푁푟 .
ical effects and GW emission to estimate coalescence timescales
for LISA and PTA sources. Interestingly, we find evidence of large
stochasticity in the eccentricity of the BHBs at early times, which
translates into large errors in the estimated coalescence timescales.
We show that such stochasticity owes to insufficient numerical res-
olution and we calculate resolution requirements to obtain accurate
estimates of merger timescales.
2 NUMERICAL SETUP
We perform four suites of 푁-body simulations with one suite at a
poor resolution (PR) of 푁 = 128k, one suite at a low resolution
(LR) of 푁 = 256k, two suites at a medium resolution (MR) of
푁 = 512k particles and one suite at a higher resolution (HR) of
푁 = 2048k particles. We model mergers of equal mass galaxies
hosting a central SMBH. Each galaxy follows a Dehnen (1993)
density profile representative of a nuclear bulge
휌(푟) = (3 − 훾)푀
4휋
푟0
푟훾 (푟 + 푟0)4−훾
(1)
with totalmass푀 , scale radius 푟0 and inner slope 훾. Units are chosen
such that 푀tot = 퐺 = 푟0 = 1, where 푀tot is the total stellar mass in
themerger. Each galaxy has a shallow 훾 = 0.5 profile and the SMBH
mass is 푀• = 0.005. The star to SMBHmass ratio is approximately
3.2 × 10−3, 1.6 × 10−3, 8 × 10−4 and 2 × 10−4 for increasing 푁 .
The two galaxies are placed at an initial distance 푅 = 20푟0 on a
bound elliptical orbit with eccentricity 푒 = 0.9. A large eccentricity
is chosen to mimic merger conditions in cosmological simulations
(e.g. Khochfar & Burkert 2006) as well as to reduce computational
time. The simulation parameters are given in Table 1. To investigate
the effects of stochasticity we generate sixteen random realisations
for the PR suite, twelve for the LR suite, eight for the MR suite and
four for the HR suite.
We evolve the PR, LR, MR and HR models with griffin
(Dehnen 2014; Gualandris et al. 2017), which uses FMM as force
solver for star-star gravity, avoiding a tail of large force errors, with
mean relative force error of 3×10−4 (defaultgriffin setting). SMBH
gravity is computed by direct summation and all trajectories are
integrated using the leapfrog integrator. To validate this approach
we also evolve the MR models with 휙-grape (Harfst et al. 2007), a
direct summation fourth order Hermite predictor-corrector scheme
adapted to run on GPUs via the sapporo library (Gaburov et al.
2009).
For the griffin simulations we adopt a softening length of
휖∗ = 2.3 × 10−2 for the stars and 휖• = 휖∗/100 = 2.3 × 10−4 for the
black holes. For the 휙-grape simulations instead we used 휖 = 10−4
for all particles which is commonly used in studying the evolution
of BHBs (e.g. Gualandris & Merritt 2012).
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Figure 1. Evolution of the BHB orbital elements as a function of time
for the MR suite: distance between the SMBHs (upper panel), semi-major
axis (middle panel) and eccentricity (lower panel) in scalable 푁 -body units,
with the griffin (left panels) and 휙-grape codes (right panels). The relevant
separations 푎f , roughly corresponding to the end of the dynamical friction
phase, and the hard-binary separation 푎h, are marked in the top panels.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Black hole binary evolution
We compare the evolution of the BHB in the griffin and 휙-grape
integrations to validate the reliability of the binary treatment in
the FMM code. All models show the characteristic three phases of
binary evolution (e.g. Gualandris & Merritt 2012; Bortolas et al.
2016), see top panel in Fig. 1). In the first phase, the galaxies
inspiral and merge due to dynamical friction, bringing the SMBHs
to a separation 푎f , defined as the separation at which the stellar mass
푀∗ within the binary orbit is twice the mass of the secondary black
hole 푀•:
푀∗ (푎f) = 2푀• (2)
Around the time the SMBHs reach 푎f three-body encounters start
to become important and these eventually dominate the binary evo-
lution in the second phase of binary hardening. During this rapid
phase of strong scatterings, the SMBHs form a bound Keplerian
binary and the classical orbital elements can be computed. Stellar
ejections lead to a drop in the central density and the formation of
a central core. The binary reaches the hard binary separation 푎h
when its binding energy per unit mass exceeds the kinetic energy
per unit mass of the stars (Merritt 2013)
푎h =
퐺휇
4휎2
(3)
where 휇 is the reduced BHB mass and 휎 is the stellar velocity dis-
persion. For an equal mass binary this reduces to 푎h = 퐺푀•/(8휎2).
An alternative definition that is better suited to 푁-body simulations
is given by
푎h =
휇
푀bin
푟m
4
=
푞
(1 + 푞)2
푟m
4
(4)
where 푀bin is the mass of the BHB, 푞 is the black hole mass ratio
and 푟m represents the radius containing a mass in stars equal to
twice the mass of the primary. Values of 푎f and 푎h for our models
are marked in the top panels of Fig. 1.
The second phase ends when all stars initially in the binary’s
losscone have been ejected, and any further hardening depends on
the rate of losscone refilling. The only mechanism contributing to
scattering stars into the losscone in spherical systems is two-body
relaxation. Because the relaxation timescale is longer than a Hub-
ble time in galaxies, this process is inefficient and leads to stalling
in the BHB’s evolution. A collisionless mode of losscone refilling,
however, is available in non-spherical systems, such as merger rem-
nants, leading to sustained hardening down to separations where
decay due to emission of gravitational waves becomes dominant.
The evolution of the binary’s orbital elements and separation
between the SMBHs is shown in Fig. 1 for both codes. We find that
the large scale trajectories of the SMBHs agree remarkably well, as
does their relative separation. The semi-major axis and eccentricity
evolution are also fully consistent, with direct summation giving a
slightly faster decay due to its smaller adopted softening (Gualan-
dris et al. 2017). We find, however, strong evidence of stochasticity
in the eccentricity at the time the BHB becomes boundwith a spread
in log(1 − 푒) of about −0.64, and a dispersion of about −1.1. This
can be attributed to stochasticity in the stellar encounters experi-
enced by the BHB, that determine energy and angular momentum
exchanges with the stars. In the case of unrealistically large star to
BHB mass ratios, as is inevitably the case in 푁-body simulations,
these encounters are responsible for Brownian motion of the BHB
(Bortolas et al. 2016).We expect, therefore, an 푁-dependence in the
observed spread with an 1/√푁 scaling, as the star to SMBH mass
ratio decreases. We find this is confirmed by the HR runs, whose
evolution of binary elements is shown in Fig. 2. While the evolution
in the semi-major axis is practically indistinguishable in theMR and
HR runs, the scatter in eccentricity is considerably reduced, with
a spread in log(1 − 푒) of about −1.05 and a dispersion of roughly
−1.40.
We note that the binaries in the HR models are characterised
by large eccentricities at formation 푒 ∼ 0.9, which may suggest a
correlation with the initial orbital eccentricity of the merger.
3.2 Merger timescales
A spread in the eccentricity at binary formation ought to have a
significant effect on themerger timescale of the binaries. To quantify
this effect we first extrapolate the evolution of the orbital elements
from the end of the 푁-body integrations to coalescence due to
emission of GWs. This requires scaling the simulations to physical
units. We consider five mass scalings for the SMBH mass ranging
from 푀• = 106 M to 푀• = 109 M , and including the MilkyWay
black hole (see Table 2). These are meant to represent both LISA
and PTA targets. The host galaxy mass is then set naturally by our
assumed galaxy-to-SMBH mass ratio (see Table 1), ranging from
푀∗ = 2×108 M to푀∗ = 2×1011 M . Length units are set tomatch
the influence radius of the SMBH. In the case of the Milky Way,
for 푟h = 3 pc, this gives [퐿] = 30 pc. For larger SMBH masses, the
influence radius is computed assuming a velocity dispersion from
the 푀• − 휎 relation (Ferrarese & Ford 2005). The corresponding
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2020)
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Figure 2. Evolution of the orbital elements of the BHB in the HR simula-
tions. Panels and conventions as in Fig.1.
Table 2. Physical scalings for the 푁 -body simulations: SMBH mass, radius
of influence, hard binary separation, length scale, and time scale.
Scaling 푀• 푟h 푎h [퐿] [푇 ]
(M) ( pc) ( pc) ( pc) (Myr)
A 106 0.95 0.12 10 2.36 × 10−2
B 4 × 106 2.9 0.35 30 6.12 × 10−2
C 107 3.63 0.45 38 5.52 × 10−2
D 108 13.3 1.65 140 1.23 × 10−1
E 109 52.4 6.49 550 3.04 × 10−1
time and velocity units are given by [푇] =
√
[퐿]3/퐺 [푀] and [푉] =√
퐺 [푀]/[퐿].
We compute the time-dependent hardening rate of the BHB in
all models as (Quinlan 1996)
푠 =
푑
푑푡
(
1
푎
)
(5)
from the time of binary formation to the end of the 푁-body inte-
grations. This is shown in Fig. 3 for both the MR and HR runs. As
seen in previous works (Vasiliev et al. 2015; Bortolas et al. 2016),
the hardening rate slowly decreases over time due to the losscone
region becoming smaller as the binary shrinks. We also observe a
small 푁-dependence consistent with residual collisional effects at
these resolutions (Gualandris et al. 2017).
In order to take into account the slow decline of 푠, we fit the
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Figure 3. Hardening rate (as defined in Eq. (5)) as a function of time,
averaged over the different random realisations for the MR (squares) and the
HR (circles) griffin runs, with 1휎 error bars. The hardening rate predicted
by the semi-analytical model is shown by the dashed lines.
time-dependent hardening rate computed from the 푁-body simu-
lations with a polynomial extrapolation. In this method, called the
Continuous Coefficients Method (CCM), the hardening rate takes
the form
푠(푡) =
푁∑
푖=1
퐴푖
( 푡0
푡
) 푖
(6)
where 퐴푖 are the numerical coefficients of order 푖. In this polynomial
extrapolation each subsequent order is inclusive of the previous
order but with the addition of a discrete term. The expansion orders
can be written as
푆1 = 퐴1
( 푡0
푡
)
(7a)
푆2 = 푆1 + 퐴2
( 푡0
푡
)2
(7b)
where 푡0 is the time at which the binary reaches the hard binary
separation. The numerical coefficients 퐴푖 are determined by fitting
the functional form of equation (6) to the hardening rate data. This
model-independent extrapolation approach benefits from a func-
tional form that is essentially a perturbed linear extrapolation but
with the addition of higher order terms, ensuring a faster conver-
gence. In addition, because no constant term is present, the model
can fit arbitrarily small hardening rates, typical, for example, of
stalled binaries in the context of the “final parsec problem". For the
extrapolations in this study we consider a first order expansion. Pre-
dictions for the MR and HR runs are shown by the dashed lines in
Fig. 3. They all fall well within the one휎 error bars of the numerical
hardening rates.
To estimate the merger timescales of the binaries, we adopt
a semi-analytic model of the binary evolution past the end of the
numerical integrations that incorporates the effects of both three-
body encounters with stars, and GW emission
푑푎
푑푡
=
푑푎
푑푡

3B
+ 푑푎
푑푡

GW
= −푠(푡)푎2 (푡) + 푑푎
푑푡

GW
(8a)
푑푒
푑푡
=
푑푒
푑푡

GW
, (8b)
where 푠(푡) is the time-dependent hardening rate predicted by our
CCM extrapolation. For the GW term we adopt the prescription by
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Figure 4. Evolution of the orbital elements for the BHBs under the assump-
tion of a Milky Way type scaling (scaling B) and a larger BH mass scaling
(scaling D) relevant for PTAmissions. The 푁 -body evolution is given by the
solid lines and the extrapolated evolution obtained using the CCM method
is given by the dashed lines. Different colours refer to the different random
realisations of the MR models, as in Fig. 1.
Peters (1964)
푑푎
푑푡

GW
= −64
5
훽
퐹 (푒)
푎3
(9a)
푑푒
푑푡

GW
= −304
15
훽
푒퐺 (푒)
푎4
, (9b)
where
퐹 (푒) =
(
1 − 푒2
)−7/2 (
1 + 73
24
푒2 + 37
96
푒4
)
, (10a)
퐺 (푒) =
(
1 − 푒2
)−5/2 (
1 + 121
304
푒2
)
, (10b)
훽 =
퐺3
푐5
푀1푀2 (푀1 + 푀2) . (10c)
The resulting evolution of the orbital elements from binary
formation to coalescence is shown in Fig. 4 for the MR models.
Merger timescales vary by as much as an order of magnitude in
these models due to the scatter in eccentricity at binary formation.
Replacing our CCMextrapolationmethodwith a constant hardening
extrapolation results in a similarly large variation in merger times,
showing that this is not due to the specific choice of hardening
model.
A significant reduction in the spread of merger timescales is
observed in the HR models (see Fig. 5), where times differ by at
most a factor of three.
Coalescence times are given in Table 3, split into the time
spent in the 푁-body integration and time spent from the end of
the integration to coalescence. The total time from the onset of
the galactic merger to coalescence is given by the sum of these two
times.Wefind amarked difference in the coalescence time of theMR
andHRmodels, aswell as a clear trend for a smaller dispersion in the
merger times at higher resolution. Given the strong dependence of
the GW timescale on eccentricity, models with a higher eccentricity
at binary formation reach the GW phase earlier than models with
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Figure 5. The same as Fig. 4 but for the HR models.
Table 3. Binary merger phase parameters. From left to right: Scaling, total
particle number in the simulation, 푁 -body integration time in griffin, mean
extrapolated time to coalescence due to both dynamical hardening and GW
emission, dispersion of the merger timescale, dispersion of the eccentricity
at binary formation, mean eccentricity at the end of the 푁 -body integration.
Scaling 푁푇 푇NB 〈푇HD 〉 휎m 휎ecc 〈푒final 〉
[Myr] [Myr] [dex]
A 512푘 4.71 130.65 8.07 0.068 0.94
2048푘 4.71 69.24 7.55 0.032 0.96
B 512푘 12.25 241.34 8.32 0.068 0.94
2048푘 12.25 132.04 7.82 0.032 0.96
C 512푘 11.04 102.4 7.91 0.068 0.94
2048푘 11.04 59.8 7.46 0.032 0.96
D 512푘 24.70 84.16 7.78 0.068 0.94
2048푘 24.70 52.57 7.34 0.032 0.96
E 512푘 60.81 87.07 7.78 0.068 0.94
2048푘 60.81 54.73 7.43 0.032 0.96
a lower eccentricity. This is confirmed in Figs. 6 and 7 which
show the hardening rate due to encounters (solid lines) and to GW
emission (dashed lines). Once the rate of change of 1/푎 due to GW
emission becomes comparable to that due to stellar interaction, the
orbital evolution proceeds very quickly, shrinking and circularising
the binaries until coalescence is reached. Another interesting feature
of Figs. 6 and 7 is that GW emission is important for a significant
fraction of time in evolving the binary to coalescence, due to the
very large initial eccentricities. We note that in such cases a non-
zero residual eccentricity may be present at coalescence, and this
may affect the waveforms of LISA and PTA sources.
4 STOCHASTIC BINARY EVOLUTION
4.1 Eccentricity at binary formation
Our simulations show, for the first time, significant stochasticity in
the eccentricity of the binary at the time it becomes bound. An
in-depth investigation of this phenomenon and the dependence on
galactic and orbital parameters will be presented in a forthcoming
work.We attribute the stochasticity to the dependence of the binary’s
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2020)
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Figure 7. The same as Fig. 6 but for the HR models, with scaling B.
angular momentum evolution on stellar masses. This is supported
by the observation that stochasticity is more significant in the MR
and LR runs, where stellar masses are larger compared to the BHB
mass.
Before establishing the effect of stochasticity on merger
timescales, we compute the dispersion in the eccentricity at binary
formation, 휎ecc, for all simulations. The dispersion is computed
over a finite time interval 푡 = 150− 160 to reduce noise. The results
are shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the number of stars within the
half-mass radius of the resultant galaxy 푁 (푟half), showing a smaller
dispersion in the HR runs. The figure also shows the predicted scal-
ing with particle number for a Poisson random process, 휎 ∝ 1/√푁 ,
normalised to the numerical value obtained for the MRmodels. The
prediction matches well with the numerical dispersion measured for
the HR runs, supporting the interpretation of the eccentricity spread
as a stochastic process. The relation between 휎ecc and the number
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Figure 8. Dispersion of the eccentricity at binary formation as a function
of the number of particles within the half mass radius 푁 (푟half ) for the
different resolutions. The dashed line represents the Poisson standard error
normalised to the 푁 = 512k resolution. The figure is extended to large 푁
values to allow for extrapolations. PR (diamond), LR (upside down triangle),
MR (triangles) and HR (circle).
of particles within the half mass radius can be written as
휎ecc =
푘√
푁 (푟half) + 푘2
(11)
where 푘 is a constant that for our models takes the value 푘 = 39.7.
We include a constant term in the denominator to ensure that the
dispersion converges for 푁 → 0. This relation can be used to
calculate the resolution required to obtain a specific dispersion in
eccentricity.
4.2 The merger timescale
The dispersion inmerger timescales obtained fromour extrapolation
to the GW emission phase is given in Table 3. This shows a clear
correlation with 휎ecc and a dependence on the scaling. Because
more massive BHBs evolve faster and have a shorter GW timescale,
variations in eccentricity have a smaller effect. A similar result has
been observed by Khan et al. (2015) who find that more massive
BHBs spend less time in the three-body scattering phase.
We compute the coefficient of variation for the merger
timescale, i.e. the ratio of the dispersion to the mean, which is a
dimensionless standardised measure of the dispersion. We then fit
a power-law relation of the type
휎푚
휇푚
= 퐶푠휎
푛
ecc, (12)
where 휇푚 is the average merger timescale and 퐶푠 is a constant
containing the scaling dependence. The results for the five scalings
given in Table 2 are shown in Fig. 9. These show a clear dependence
on scaling, with lower SMBH mass scalings having a larger disper-
sion in the merger timescale. Equation (12) can be used to quantify
the uncertainty in the merger timescale knowing the dispersion in
eccentricity.
Combining this relation with equation (11), we derive an ex-
pression for the coefficient of variation as a function of the number
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Figure 9. The coefficient of variation of the merger time scale as a function
of the dispersion in the eccentricity at binary formation for the five scalings
considered, with SMBHmass increasing from top to bottom. PR (diamond),
LR (upside down triangle), MR (triangles) and HR (circle).
Table 4. Fitting parameters for the merger timescale relation as well as the
number of particles within the half mass radius 푁 (푟half ) to estimate the
merger time to a 10% uncertainty, measured in dex.
Scaling 푀• 퐶푠 푛 푘 휎푚휇푚 = 0.1
A 106 M 7.79 0.815 39.7 7.84
B 4 × 106 M 7.43 0.816 39.7 7.78
C 107 M 6.44 0.815 39.7 7.64
D 108 M 4.83 0.804 39.7 7.39
E 109 M 3.13 0.758 39.7 7.14
of particles within the half mass radius 푁 (푟half)
휎푚
휇푚
= 퐶푠푘
푛
(
푁 (푟half) + 푘2
)− 푛2
. (13)
The fitting parameters are given in Table 3. The resulting relation
with 푁 (푟half) is shown in Fig. 10 for all five scalings. We note that
all the dependence on scaling is contained in the constant 퐶푠 , while
푘 and 푛 contain information on the galactic models and the orbital
parameters of the merger.
By inverting equation (13), we are able to calculate the re-
quired resolution in order to obtain the merger timescale of the
binary to a given accuracy. For LISA sources in the mass range
푀• = 106 − 107푀 the required resolution in order to accurately
obtain the merger timescale to 10% accuracy is well approximated
by 푁 (푟half) = 퐶2.5푠
(
4.4 × 105
)
, where the scaling constant 퐶푠
depends on the binary mass. From the scaling constants derived in
Table 4, we find that in order to accurately estimate the merger time-
scale of a LISA source to a 10% uncertainty, the resolution required
within the half mass radius is in excess of ten million particles.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We computed the merger timescale of black hole binaries formed in
mergers of equal mass galaxies hosting central supermassive black
holes. The evolution of the binaries is followed from the onset of
the galactic merger through the hardening phase and to a separation
smaller than the hard-binary separation. The FMM code griffin,
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Figure 10. The coefficient of variation of the merger timescale as a function
of the number of particles within the half mass radius for all five scalings,
with SMBHmass increasing from top to bottom. PR (diamond), LR (upside
down triangle), MR (triangles) and HR (circle).
which follows the BHB with direct summation, produces results
consistent with the 휙-grape code. We considered different random
realisations of the same model at different resolutions, up to two
million particles. We found that, for the models considered here (a
shallow cusp and large orbital eccentricity for the galaxy mergers),
the eccentricity with which BHBs bind is highly stochastic, showing
a dependence on the masses of the stars undergoing encounters
with the binary. We verify that this spread in eccentricity decreases
with particle number as a Poisson process, confirming its stochastic
origin. The same process is responsible for Brownian motion of the
binary.
We adopted a semi-analytic model to extrapolate the evolution
of the binary’s orbital elements beyond the 푁-body integrations,
allowing us to determine the merger timescale due to emission of
gravitational waves. The model adopted a fit of the time-dependent
hardening rate over the whole 푁-body integration after binary pair-
ing to estimate the change in orbital elements due to encounters with
intersecting stars, as well as the classical Peters (1964) description
of the evolution during the GW emission phase. We found a strong
dependence of the merger timescale on the eccentricity dispersion.
We provided simple relations between the dispersion in the
merger timescale and the dispersion in the eccentricity at binary
formation, as well as the number of particles enclosed within the
system’s half mass radius. We estimated that particle numbers in
excess of ten million are required to achieve a dispersion in the
merger timescale of order 10% of the mean value. Such particle
numbers are currently beyond the capabilities of direct summation
codes like 휙-grape and more efficient methods are required, for
example the griffin code.
We note that the models chosen for this study are characterised
by a shallow 훾 = 0.5 inner cusp profiles and a large 푒 = 0.9 orbital
eccentricity, a configuration most susceptible to perturbations and
therefore to stochasticity. The large orbital eccentricity, in particu-
lar, which was chosen to mimic conditions found in cosmological
simulations as well as to reduce computational time, may lead to
BHBs flipping their orbital plane, becoming counter-rotating with
respect to the overall stellar distribution. This will lead to a larger ec-
centricity at pairing and more significant perturbations (Khan et al.
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2020)
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2019). We will present simulations of BHBs with steeper density
profiles and less radial orbits in a forthcoming work.
The chosen parameters are also expected to produce the most
eccentric binaries, and in fact all BHBs formed in our simulations
have eccentricities larger than 0.9 at the timewhenGWemission be-
comes significant in the binary’s evolution, and one binary reaches
푒 > 0.99. This is a result of the three-body encounters driving the
binary hardening, as already reported in several works (e.g. Merritt
et al. 2007; Sesana 2010; Sesana et al. 2011). Large eccentricities
are of consequence as they imply a faster coalescence as well as the
possibility of detecting a residual eccentricity in the instrument’s
detection band (Porter & Sesana 2010).
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